In most current image/video coding systems} the compression stage and the restoration stage operate separately and hence they cannot make use of each other to optimize the overall coding performance. In this research} we suggest modifying the basic structure of the encoding systems such that the contribution of the restoration to be performed can be taken into account in the compression by jointly optimizing the two processes. An example is also provided to show how this idea works successfully when MPEG-4 deblocking filter is exploited in the post-processing stage.
INTRODUCTION
In low bit-rate block-based DCT image/video coding} noise caused by the coarse quantization of transform coefficients is noticeable as visible discontinuities among adjacent blocks in the reconstructed images. In order to remove this blocking artifacts while maintaining the compatibility with current industrial standards} various post-processing techniques such as blockboundary filtering [IL projections onto convex sets (POCS) [2}3L maximum a posteriori (MAP) methods [4] and transform domain filtering [5}6] have been proposed.
Most of these post-processing techniques were proved to be very effective to eliminate the blocking effect. Figure 1 shows the general structure of current image/video encoding systems. In this structure} a post-processing is performed to a decompressed image in the receiver. Since the compression and the post-processing processes operate independently in this configuration} the encoder cannot make use of the a priori knowledge about the postprocessing technique adopted in the decoder to optimize the overall coding performance.
We suggest modifying the basic structure of the encoding system as shown in Figure 2 to improve its coding performance. In this approach} the compression and the post-processing processes are jointly optimized in the encoder according to f-f I.
In this paper} we will use an example to show how this idea works. We optimize a encoder in a case that its suggested deblocking filter is used in the decoder to eliminate the blocking effect such that the quality of the output will be better than that without optimization.
BLOCKING EFFECT ELIMINATION
In conventional schemes} the MPEG-4 encoder partitions the original image I into blocks of size 8x8} say Im,n} s and then encodes the blocks with DCT block by block with a raster scan strategy. At the decoder side} the deblocking filter [8] is then performs one-dimensional filtering along the 8x8 block edges to eliminate the discontinuity among adjacent blocks. It is applied to all the block boundaries first along the horizontal edges followed by the vertical edges. If a pixel intensity is changed by the previous filtering operation} the updated pixel intensity is used for the next filtering. This filter has two separate filtering modes: DC offset mode and default mode. DC offset mode is applied in smooth region to smooth 8-pixel line segments which are perpendicular to the block}s boundary} while default mode is applied in complex regions to smooth 2-pixelline segments.
ENCODER OPTIMIZATION
We modify the MPEG-4 encoder according to the postprocessing process to combine the compression and the restoration processes such that they can make use of each other to optimize the overall coding performance.
The philosophy of our approach is very simple. Instead of encoding block 1 m n directly} we encode its modified version} say Ym,n} such that '1IF{(T1{Q{T{Ym,n}}} )*} -Im,n*11 < IIF{(T 1 {Q{T{Im,n}} })*} -Im,n*11. Here, Bm,n* denotes the gr~ater area of a block named as Bm,n} and} operators T{.}} Q{.}} T {.} and F{.}} respectively} perform the DCT transformation} the quantization} the inverse DCT transformation and the deblocking filtering [8] proposed for MPEG4 standard. The greater area of a block is shown in Figure 3} which is actually the support region of operation F{.}.
The modification of Im,n is carried out with an optimization filter. Its design corresponds to that of the deblocking filter used in the post-processing stage to adjust the boundary pixels. Accordingly} it is one-dimensional and has two separate operation modes. In particular} it operates in Opt-smooth filtering mode to handle smooth region and Opt-default filtering mode to handle complex region.
Sometimes the modification made by the optimization filter cannot guarantee that F{(T1{Q{T {Ym,n}}} )*} is more faithful to Im,n* than F{(T1{Q{T {Im,n}}} )*}. Hence} the encoder should determine whether Ym,n or Im,n should be encoded. The selection is carried out by checking their post-processed results against the original image. The one provides the minimum mean square error (MSE) is then encoded and transmitted. We proceed to process and encode the next block until the whole image is encoded.
OPTIMIZATION ORDER
As the optimization filter performs one-dimensional filtering along the 8x8 block edges} comer pixels may be modified twice. The two modifications may be counteracted with each other and the consequence is unpredictable. In order to minimise the interference among the modification results} a working pattern which specifies the order of pixels to be filtered must be carefully planned. In this papec we propose two ordering schemes, say, Optimization filtering with Lines scheme (OPF-LS) and Optimization filtering with Checker scheme (OPF-CK) , to modify I m,n to Ym,n'
In OPF-LS, the optimization filtering starts at the left-lower corner of a block and moves clockwise to the right-upper comer of the block. If the pixel intensity is modified by the previous filtering operations, the updated pixel intensity is used for the next filtering. We proceed to process and encode the next block with a raster scan strategy until the whole image is encoded. This scheme does not optimize pixels on the right and the bottom boundaries of a block.
In OPF-CK, a checker scan strategy instead of a raster scan strategy is used as shown in Figure 4 . We process and encode the blocks at the gray color area first and then white color area until the whole image is encoded. The optimization filtering starts at the leftlower corner of a block and moves clockwise around the block. Hence, we can modify all pixels around the boundaries of the block. If the pixel value is modified by the previous filtering operations, the updated pixel value is used for the next filtering.
SIMULATION RESULT
Computer simulation has been carried out to demonstrate that a corresponding pre-processing step can definitely improve the coding performance if we take the post-processing step into account. In our simulation, different QCIF test sequences of frame size 150 including Akiyo, Car Phone, Claire and Foreman were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed pre-processing schemes. The MPEG-4 video VM 9.1 coder [7] was used, and the ITU-T Recommendation H.263 [9] quantization method was adopted. All frames of a sequence were encoded as P frames except that the 1st frame was I frame. They were encoded with a fixed quantization parameter (QP).
The peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) is used as an objective metric to compare the performance of various schemes.
The PSNR of a recovered M x N image f I with respect to its original image f is defined in decibel by Figure 5 shows the simulation results of sequences Akiyo and Claire. One can see that the rate-distortion performance can be further improved if a pre-processing step is performed prior to encoding no matter whether OPF-CK or OPF-LS is exploited. The improvement is very respectable at low bit rates. Figure 6 shows the PSNR improvement for Akiyo and Claire at a fixed QP. One can see that the approaches with preprocessing can achieve a PSNR improvement of O. 5dB on average as compared with the approach without pre-processing. Though the improvement seems little in terms of absolute figure, the preprocessing step actually introduces a twofold increase in the improvement in general. Similar results were obtained with different testing images and different sets of QP parameters. Figures 7 and 8 show, respectively, the deblocking results for the Car phone and Foreman sequences. We can see that the blocking artifacts can be further reduced if a pre-processing step is performed prior to encoding.
CONCLUSION
In this papec a pre-processing method is proposed to improve the coding performance of MPEG-4 by jointly optimizing both compression and block-effect elimination. The simulation results show that the proposed method can improve image quality subjectively and objectively without changing the core structure and the bit-stream format of a MPEG4 codec.
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